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A comprehensive menu of Hollywood Lounge Pizza Grill from York covering all 16 dishes and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What jeinorb likes about Hollywood Lounge Pizza Grill:
On arrival the staff were so welcoming and attentive. Drinks order taken promptly and delivered. No pressure put
on us to order food however we were ready to order having reviewed the menu previously. The food was served,
amazed by the portions: Salmon on a bed of asparagus (what a portion size!!!!!!!!!! , moules frites (what a portion

size again and risotto. All food was beautifully presented with a dessert to follo... read more. The restaurant is
accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations, Depending on the
weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. WLAN is available free of charge. What Samantha P

doesn't like about Hollywood Lounge Pizza Grill:
Lovely staff. Underwhelmed by food, both Brie starters undercooked, garlic mushrooms not very hot, asked to

keep warm while other starters rectified, were brought back luke warm. Duck main course was sent back as over
cooked, once returned no one checked again, duck and sauces were nice, Risotto nice but very hot in the centre

other areas barely warm, meat was tender. Nice setting but style over substance, over price... read more.
Hollywood Lounge Pizza Grill from York delivers fine, light Mediterranean cuisine with its typical menus, the

restaurant provides also dishes from the European environment. At the bar, you can still relax after the meal (or
during it) with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, here they serve a diverse brunch in the morning.
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